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Airbus selected for Communications and Mission 
System upgrade on the Royal Australian Air Force 
MRTT fleet 
2020 - 10 - 12 - www.airbus.com 

 
Airbus has been selected by the 
Commonwealth of Australia (CoA) to 
develop a Communications and Mission 
System modernization upgrade for the 
Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) A330 
Multi-Role Tanker Transport (MRTT) 
fleet.  
 
The scope of work, which will meet the 
Air Force interoperability needs under 
their new operational requirements, will 
mainly cover a retrofit package, which 
includes new and additional 
Communications Capabilities and 
Enhanced Mission Systems, bringing it 
up to the latest enhanced A330 MRTT 
standard. Split across two contracts, 
Phase 1 will see Airbus carry out the 
design and systems development and 
 

 

 
integration ahead of the Critical Design 
Review maturity gate. Phase 2 will see 
Airbus install and deliver a prototype 
KC-30 aircraft (the name used by the 
RAAF to the A330 MRTT) for use in the 
certification and qualification process, 
ahead of finalizing and supplying the 
modification kits for entire fleet.  
 
Subsequent retrofit to the remainder of 
the fleet will be under customer 
responsibility.  
 
In addition, Airbus will provide the 
necessary data packs and support to 
ensure this upgrade features in the 
existing RAAF A330 MRTT Full Flight 
Simulator (FFS), the Integrated... 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/4cdf0bf6-ed6c-4880-93e5-6a12f4f9b9b7
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APPELS D’OFFRES 
 

 

Spares and Services for the Maintenance of 
F-27 Aircraft 
2020 - 10 - 15 - notices.philgeps.gov.ph 
 
Ref: 7257010  
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 04.11.2020 
Montant: 22 225 300 PHP  
Tel: 63-966-3479652  
E-mail: paf_bac@yahoo.com 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Acquisition of components of the main 
train system of F-16 aircraft 
2020 - 10 - 14 - ted.europa.eu 
 
Ref: 2020/S 200-484457 
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 09.11.2020 
Montant HT: 328 000 EUR 
E-mail: DMSA_GAP_CONCPUBL@emfa.pt 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Procurement for Helicopter Sikorsky SH3D 
(End user Spain) 
2020 - 10 - 14 - eportal.nspa.nato.int 
 
Ref: JCL20073  
Organisme: LA - Aviation Support  
Date limite: 06.11.2020  
E-mail: procurement127@nspa.nato.int 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Procurement of spares for Mig-29 aircraft 
2020 - 10 - 14 - eprocure.gov.in 
 
Ref: AIR HQ/DPROC/R2025579 
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 12.01.2021  
Contact: Gp Capt Sanjay Saxena 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/9ee8562b-0ce8-494f-ba50-e391eb0fb60c
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/ff11398a-7853-4258-9ca2-32865a29113b
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/2697efc6-39b9-415c-9a29-183f4eed289c
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/b8294803-42d5-435b-996b-f0fb3aacb663
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Procurement of spares for Mirage aircraft 
2020 - 10 - 14 - eprocure.gov.in 
 
Ref: AIR HQ/DPROC/W2025033  
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 19.11.2020  
Contact: GP CAPT SANJAY SAXENA 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Supply of Aviation Mat, Components and 
Spare Parts for EC135 
2020 - 10 - 14 - eportal.nspa.nato.int 
 
Ref: ABE20098  
Organisme: LA - Aviation Support 
Date limite: 04.11.2020  
E-mail: procurement142@nspa.nato.int 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Supply of template set, control rigging for 
A400M 
2020 - 10 - 14 - eportal.nspa.nato.int 
 
Ref: MWE20046  
Organisme: LA - Aviation Support  
Date limite: 26.10.2020 
E-mail: procurement147@nspa.nato.int 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Spare Parts for NH90 Helicopters (4 Items) 
2020 - 10 - 13 - ted.europa.eu 
 
Ref: 2020/S 199-483709 
Organisme: MoD  
Date limite: 20.11.2020  
E-mail: purchase5.fdflogcom@mil.fi 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Fourniture de 2 enregistreurs graphiques 
thermiques pour l’AIA CF 
2020 - 10 - 12 - www.boamp.fr 
 
Ref: 20-123271  
Organisme: SIAé  
Date limite: 12.11.2020 
Tel: 04-73-42-67-49 
E-mail: marie-claude.klam@intradef.gouv.fr 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/84a753a8-a1e6-492b-97a7-977a8acaca65
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/f7f398db-3603-46d9-aa84-a19aa8776101
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/02e9b6c1-8a0e-498f-a7bc-73536b857391
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/c2d31579-7e4e-4682-a856-26a4e6e4b190
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/8e59d060-dc34-46e2-8423-11f8afa020e7
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Inspection & repair of CN-235 aircraft 
components (NFSC) 
2020 - 10 - 12 - eportal.nspa.nato.int 
 
Ref: BLV20011  
Organisme: LA - Aviation Support  
Date limite: 06.11.2020  
E-mail: procurement119@nspa.nato.int 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Bell 412EP component maintenance 
services and material supply 
2020 - 10 - 09 - ted.europa.eu 
 
Ref: 2020/S 197-476317  
Organisme: Border Guard 
Date limite: 09.11.2020 
Montant HT: 2 000 000 EUR  
E-mail: kilpailutukset@raja.fi 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Procurement of spares for Mi-series 
helicopters 
2020 - 10 - 07 - eprocure.gov.in 
 
Ref: AIR HQ/D PUR/R1625562R1725511R1925530 
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 19.11.2020 
Contact: Gp Capt Sanjay Saxena 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Procurement for Helicopter Model AS 365 
N3 (end user Greece) 
2020 - 10 - 06 - eportal.nspa.nato.int 
 
Ref: JCL20071 
Organisme: LA - Aviation Support 
Date limite: 30.10.2020 
E-mail: procurement127@nspa.nato.int 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Spares for Mi-17 helicopter 
2020 - 10 - 05 - www.airforce.lk 
 
Ref: AHQ/20/FS/M17/1092  
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 29.10.2020 
Fax: +94 11 2342572  
E-mail: quote@slaf.gov.lk 
Lire la suite 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/df6c5958-ad62-46ff-bf0b-d4db1237190d
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/9593abe6-ee1f-4772-8067-c9cf6fb181e0
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/6f5784d2-7552-4805-bb78-29654a573d97
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/b5c8cb0b-dee9-41f7-99f9-e4ddea404474
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/30afc7be-9529-4099-87c6-8199726fe451
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Supply of 41 pieces of braking valve for 
PZL M-18B aircraft 
2020 - 10 - 02 - ted.europa.eu 
 
Ref: 2020/S 192-461363 
Organisme: Air Force  
Date limite: 04.11.2020  
Montant HT: 244 320 EUR 
Tel: +30 210-8705010 ; Fax: +30 210-6445633  
E-mail: yppa@haf.gr 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Technical-logistic support services for the 
propulsion systems TT / MM RR250-C20B, 
RR250-C20R1 and T / M PT6T-6 of Army and 
Navy helicopters AB-206, A-109 and AB-212 
2020 - 10 - 02 - ted.europa.eu 
 
Ref: 2020/S 192-464954  
Organisme: MoD  
Date limite: 03.11.2020  
Montant HT: 94 000 000 EUR 
Tel: +39 06469132051 ; Fax: +39 06469132464 
E-mail: vdad9s2@armaereo.difesa.it 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Spare for Super Puma Helicopter 
2020 - 09 - 30 - www.gebiz.gov.sg 
 
Ref: DEFNGPP7120101222 
Organisme: MoD  
Date limite: 21.10.2020 
Tel: 68194578 ; Fax: 6273 4823  
E-mail: SKimLan@dsta.gov.sg 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Spares for the Unscheduled Maintenance 
Activities of AW-109AH 
2020 - 09 - 30 - notices.philgeps.gov.ph 
 
Ref: 7213852  
Organisme: Air Force 
Date limite: 19.10.2020 
Montant HT: 43 699 000 PHP 
Tel: 63-966-3479652  
E-mail: paf_bac@yahoo.com 
Lire la suite 

 

  
 
 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/7f1a95bf-5101-4a53-ad99-c048c47e6105
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/f7f4c8b5-6edb-465c-9b8c-866cb91b9a57
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/57c72f28-a843-4ae9-8c2c-896e6a997e30
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/5d5e43f3-ca9e-4e06-851a-7ca71027c437
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ACTUALITES 
 

Greece : Joint projects 
with Lockheed Martin at 
risk 
2020 - 10 - 10 - 

www.ekathimerini.com 

 
The Hellenic Aerospace Industry’s 
(EAB) participation in Lockheed 
Martin’s global co-production projects 
for F-16s and C-130s may be 
jeopardized if immediate measures 
are not taken to tackle problems 
compromising the Greek company’s 
capabilities.  
 
More specifically, management 
problems and the lack of sufficiently 
specialized staff are conspiring to 
delay the delivery of parts needed so 
that HAI can proceed with the 
implementation of its orders. For its 
part, the Development Ministry, 
headed by Adonis Georgiadis and 
which oversees ΕΑΒ, reckons the 
issue will be resolved by the end of 
the year, allowing for a return to 
normalcy.  
 
The most urgent danger is that 
Lockheed Martin will stop considering 
ΕΑΒ a “sole source” and launch a 
tender for the parts of the global F-16 
production manufactured in Greece, 
effectively leaving it out of the 
co-production chain (with countries 
such as Bahrain,... 
Lire la suite 

 

 USA : ODIN Hardware 
Operating at MCAS Yuma 
2020 - 10 - 09 - 

www.defense-aerospace.com 

 

 
The F-35 Lightning II Joint Program 
Office (F-35 JPO), in partnership with 
Lockheed Martin, fulfilled the next 
major milestone in the development of 
the Operational Data Integrated 
Network (ODIN).  
 
On Sept. 29, 2020, Marines at U.S. 
Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) 
Yuma, Ariz., completed the loading of 
a single squadron of F-35Bs on new 
modernized ODIN hardware. Later 
that day, the USMC flew the first flight 
supported by the new hardware and 
flew four more flights the following 
day. The new modern hardware is 
running the most current version of the 
Autonomic Logistics Information 
System (ALIS) and is designed to host 
future ODIN applications.  
 
Successful operation at MCAS Yuma 
validates the next-generation servers 
as a viable successor to the aging 
ALIS system and provides a 
significant performance upgrade to 
F-35 units.  
 
As was announced earlier this year, 
ODIN is the planned replacement... 
Lire la suite 

 

 

 
 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/4391604c-7da0-43dd-bebc-d4e2885e34b3
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/c923b1b2-17a8-45ad-b0c2-426d58daca91
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AVIONS 
 

 

Raytheon StormBreaker smart weapon 
approved for fielding on F-15 Eagle 
2020 - 10 - 14 - www.airrecognition.com 
 
Raytheon Missiles & Defense, a Raytheon Technologies business, 
on 13 October announced the StormBreaker smart weapon has 
been approved for use on the F-15E by the U.S. Air Force’s Air 
Combat Command. The fielding decision means that F-15E 
squadrons can now be equipped with StormBreaker and deployed 
for missions… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Peru : The Air Force postpones the 
maintenance of a Mirage 2000 for the 
second time 
2020 - 10 - 11 - www.infodefensa.com 
 
La Jefatura de la Agencia de Compras de las Fuerzas Armadas 
(Acffaa) ha aprobado una nueva postergación para la firma 
delcontrato de inspección de un caza Mirage 2000 de la Fuerza 
Aérea del Perú con Dassault Aviation. Además, de manera similar, 
seha postergado la firma de otro contrato con Thales DMS France 
para la reparación de equipos y accesorios de la aeronave… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

India: IAF Backs Upscaled UTTAM AESA 
Radar for the Su-30MKI fleet 
2020 - 10 - 08 - idrw.org 
 
The Indian Air Force is satisfied at the rate of progress of the 
Indigenous Uttam Aesa Fire Control Radar (FCR) which is under 
development for the Tejas Mk2 program and even likely to be used 
for Tejas Mk1A Block-II Batches and have backed a proposal to 
develop a Scaled-up UTTAM Aesa Radar to be used for other 
fighter jets… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Brazil : FAB’s First T-27 Tucano Aircraft 
Enters Final Modernization Phase 
2020 - 10 - 06 - www.defense-aerospace.com 
 
The first T-27 Tucano aircraft of the Brazilian Air Force (FAB) is in 
the final stage of the modernization process. The plane is used for 
cadet instruction flights at the Air Force Academy (AFA), located in 
Pirassununga (SP). At this stage, the aircraft will also receive new 
paint. The modernization is carried out by the company Albatross, 
in partnership with the FAB, at the Lagoa Santa Aeronautical... 
Lire la suite 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/fe779713-7aa5-4d63-9677-b74f7849c047
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/94d957e7-15e9-4533-b96c-56971dc2540f
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/4d3eb327-96a0-455c-8ed3-24cab7fb88d5
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/76577c52-4698-4ac4-a908-1db4e39db302
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France : New Talios Multi-function 
Targeting Pod Arrives On Rafale 
2020 - 10 - 02 - defpost.com 
 
French Air and Space Force’s Rafale fighter jets are receiving the 
new Thales TALIOS multi-function targeting pod, the service 
announced. The first operational capability of the Talios is 
expected this month in order to be able to deploy it very quickly in 
theaters of operations. The new pod provides extended 
capabilities compared to the Damocles electro-optical/laser… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

CarteNav to Power New Netherlands Coast 
Guard Multi-Role Maritime Surveillance 
Aircraft 
2020 - 09 - 30 - cartenav.com 
 
CarteNav, a leader in C4ISR mission software, announces today 
their contribution of the AIMS-ISR mission system to JetSupport 
and PAL Aerospace’s winning bid to deliver two multi-role Maritime 
Surveillance Aircraft to the Netherlands Coast Guard. The contract 
covers an initial ten-year period with an option to extend for two 
additional one-year terms… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Queensland’s TAE Aerospace agrees Hawk 
Lead-in Fighter deal 
2020 - 10 - 13 - australianaviation.com.au 
 
Engineering and maintenance company TAE Aerospace has 
signed a deal with Rolls-Royce to provide support services on the 
Adour Mk871 engine that powers the RAAF’s Hawk Lead-in 
Fighter, writes Stephen Kuper. As part of the agreement, the 
business will perform depot-level maintenance and repair support 
services for the engine from its new Turbine Engine Maintenance 
Facility in Ipswich, Queensland... 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Brunei’s CN235-220M Will Return To Flight 
Status 
2020 - 10 - 06 - malaysiaflyingherald.wordpress.com 
 
The Royal Bruneian Air Force (TUDB) is planning to return its sole 
IAe CN235-220M Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA) back into flying 
status. The aircraft which also doubles up as a transport aircraft 
was acquired by TUDB in 1997 but has been reportedly grounded 
since 2017 along with the rest of its aircraft such as the three 
Pilatus PC-7 Mk II turboprop trainers… 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/b71b8793-ca8f-4e08-9f8f-29a1b4024741
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/e03dda44-b497-4a4b-8b73-b724996d2499
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/41f91ac0-6c75-4f24-be2c-6595b0923223
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/4d68ce53-553e-4149-b7a8-53eae6565462
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Elbit Systems of America to provide 
support for U.S. Navy V-22 Ospreys 
2020 - 10 - 05 - www.airrecognition.com 
 
Elbit Systems announced on Oct. 5 that its U.S. subsidiary, Elbit 
Systems of America, was awarded an approximately $35 million 
five-year firm-fixed-priced contract by the U.S. Naval Supply 
Systems Command (NAVSUP) for repair of line-replaceable units 
in support of the V-22 aircraft. The repairs will be performed in Fort 
Worth, Texas and Talladega, Alabam… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Marshall wins historic US Marine Corps 
contract 
2020 - 10 - 01 - marshalladg.com 
 
Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group (MADG) has won a 
ten-year multi-million dollar contract with the US Marine Corps to 
provide depot-level maintenance to its 66-strong fleet of KC-130J 
tanker aircraft deployed worldwide. The contract, one of the 
biggest in the company’s history, enables MADG to perform 
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, repair and overhaul 
(MRO) services in support of Naval... 
Lire la suite 

 

 

One KC-46 delivery has been halted due to 
electrical system problems 
2020 - 10 - 01 - www.defensenews.com 
 
The U.S. Air Force halted a delivery of the KC-46 yet again after 
problems with the electrical system were found on one new tanker 
slated to make its way to the service. The issue was first disclosed 
during an Oct. 1 hearing of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, when Sen. Jeanne Shaheen, D-N.H., said that a 
KC-46 that was supposed to have been delivered Sept. 25… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

U.S. State Dept. Approves Follow-On 
Support For Indian Air Force’s C-130J 
Super Hercules Fleet 
2020 - 10 - 01 - defpost.com 
 
The U.S. State Department approved a possible sale of items and 
services to extend follow-on support for Indian Air Force (IAF)’s 
C-130J Super Hercules aircraft fleet for an estimated cost of $90 
million. The DSCA delivered the required certification notifying 
Congress of this possible sale on Sept. 30… 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/87419ffb-d99e-4823-9886-33f42fdf5421
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/bd45548b-c773-4a74-b4f3-e97769b99654
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/2192f154-69ac-4f1e-a41c-db39ba426a8e
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/a5e40915-ff77-4f47-8912-4dd4573a9696
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AMMROC Delivers First C-130 Post 
Maintenance 
2020 - 09 - 29 - www.aviatorsbuzz.com 
 
AMMROC, provider of military Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul 
(MRO) services in the region, on Tuesday announced the delivery 
of the first C-130 aircraft from its new state-of-the-art MRO depot 
in Al Ain (UAE). The company is set to deliver nose-to-tail 
advanced MRO services, and holds the capability to modify and 
upgrade multiple aircraft types… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Here’s what Lockheed will have to do to 
make up for F-35 spare parts problems 
2020 - 09 - 29 - www.defensenews.com 
 
The Defense Department and Lockheed Martin reached a 
handshake agreement that will require the defense giant to invest 
about $70.6 million to fix an ongoing problem with F-35 spare 
parts, one that resulted in increased government labor costs, the 
department announced Sept. 29… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

 

HELICOPTERES 
 

 

Indra will equip the new Spanish NH90 with 
EW equipment for 135 million euros 
2020 - 10 - 14 - www.infodefensa.com 
 
La multinacional tecnológica Indra suministrará equipos de guerra 
electrónica al segundo lote de 23 helicópterosmultipropósito NH90 
adquirido por España a finales de 2018 a Airbus Helicopters. El 
Consejo de Ministros dio luz verde a lacelebración de un contrato 
que incluye el desarrollo, producción y suministro del sistema de 
guerra electrónica digital para los NH90GSPA/MSPT… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

France signs contract for upgraded NH90 
TTH for Special Forces 
2020 - 10 - 12 - www.airbus.com 
 
NHIndustries and its Partner Companies (Airbus Helicopters, 
Leonardo and Fokker), have signed with the NATO Helicopter 
Management Agency (NAHEMA) a firm contract for the 
development of an upgraded version of the NH90 Tactical Troop 
Helicopter (TTH) for the French Special Forces (TFRA Standard 
2). Under the terms of the production contract, the final batch of 10 
NH90s already ordered by the French Ministry... 
Lire la suite 

 

http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/41461bfb-29a9-41a5-ac09-754661c2d0cd
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/5d5377cf-f31b-4ae0-9fa4-f03f47e92d2c
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/9a13dc4f-19df-48e9-bb99-a423a1f100de
http://gifas.pro/article?article=workspace/SpacesStore/bd049e1c-6fc3-45de-aeee-406fddf81b18
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Honeywell Secures Repair and Overhaul 
Contract for U.S. Army Chinook Fleet 
2020 - 10 - 12 - www.honeywell.com 
 
Honeywell has won a five-year IDIQ (Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite 
Quantity) contract for the repair and overhaul of its T55-GA-714A 
engines that operate on the U.S. Army’s CH-47 Chinook 
helicopters. This contract award will ensure that the U.S. Army’s 
Chinook fleet has spare engines to sustain its future missions and 
overall readiness… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Airbus doubles-down on Tiger replacement 
proposal 
2020 - 10 - 07 - adbr.com.au 
 
Airbus Australia Pacific will double-down on its unsolicited 
proposal for the Commonwealth’s LAND 4503 ARH replacement 
program by offering an enhanced Tiger ARH upgrade proposal. 
Speaking to media on October 7, APAC Managing Director 
Andrew Mathewson said the company’s initial proposal of an 
upgrade to the current 22 Tiger ARHs and an additional seven 
Airbus H145M helicopters had been formally rejected... 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Sweden : FMV Signs Agreement on Tactical 
Mission System for NH90 
2020 - 10 - 01 - www.defense-aerospace.com 
 
FMV has signed an agreement with SAAB on System Support for 
Helicopter 14 Tactical Mission System. “This tactical mission 
system is the eyes, ears and brain of the helicopter and a 
prerequisite for being able to add the naval operational capability 
to Helicopter 14 and Sweden… 
Lire la suite 

 

 

Germany walks away from Lockheed, 
Boeing cargo helicopter offers 
2020 - 09 - 29 - www.defensenews.com 
 
The German Defence Ministry wants to start fresh on a new heavy 
transport helicopter after finding that offers from American firms 
Boeing and Lockheed Martin for the Chinook and the King Stallion, 
respectively, were too expensive, officials announced Tuesday. 
The surprise decision halts an acquisition race that was scheduled 
to a see a contract awarded in 2021… 
Lire la suite 
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Recevoir la synthèse de veille MCO & Retrofit Aéronefs 
Militaires du GIFAS 
Pour recevoir régulièrement la synthèse de veille du Gifas, veuillez remplir le formulaire 
d'inscription à l'adresse : 
http://www.gifas.pro/fr/formulaire/ 
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